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Wireless Inventory Management Solution
In today's competitive business environment, it's essential for manufacturers and distributors to operate as efficiently

as possible to ensure excellent customer service, smooth, error-free operations and cost reductions. Wireless data

collection applications and sophisticated inventory control systems are key to any successful manufacturing

business. 

Now, small and medium size businesses can say goodbye to manual spreadsheet-based tracking or offline recording

systems and use our affordable, real-time inventory data collection system, Wireless Inventory Management Solution

(WIMS 2.0).  

WIMS  2 .0
www.namtek.ca



WIMS 2.0
About

WIMS is a software solution developed and conceived internally at NAMTEK Consulting Services, based on

years of experience in the warehousing and distribution space. 

WIMS 2.0 revolutionizes the field of mobile data collection. This second edition Warehouse Management

system delivers the latest in technology, with SOAP protocol and XML, so that any business can securely

maximize processes outside the company's four walls. 

WIMS 2.0 comes with increased performance and security as well as ease of use and quick integration.

Whether scanning from within a LAN or WLAN, the time to transmit data does not exceed 850

milliseconds even though the packets of data are now embedded with 2 layers of security. 

Real-Time Processing

Multi-Warehousing Capability

Merchandise Tracking (by Location, by SKU and Lot #)

Bin Location Management

Receiving 

Units/Boxes Movement

Physical Inventory Count

Real-time inventory tracking

Reduce operating expenditures while bolstering the caliber of customer service

Increase worker productivity and efficiency

Keep costs down and move inventory faster

Shorten fulfillment lead times

Streamline inventory management

Eliminate manual data entry for faster data collection

Increase data accuracy

Ease of data access by using wireless portable data terminals

Accommodates most industries and verticals

Ability to easily and quickly accommodate to changes in business rules

Ease of use, thus reducing employee training

Benefits

Features
Bilingual User Interface (English, French)

Web-Based Control Panel

Employee Productivity Tracking

Customizable to your specific business needs

Easy Integration with ERP and Enterprise

Information Systems

(450)6813009 

Get your FREE Demo Today

www.namtek.ca  sales@namtek.ca 

http://www.namtek.ca/en/get-your-free-consultation-or-a-live-demo/

